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Abstract

In this paper, we present our approach of face and lip de-
tection, lip modeling, and tracking. A new lip model based on
Bézier Curves is used to capture the dynamics of the lips effi-
ciently. The model is defined only through few points which
are modeled using the Active Shape Model (ASM). Accurate
detection of lip details is implemented using multiple indepen-
dent feature templates. The method detects tracks and model
the lips online and robustly. The results of the lip detection are
presented based on our collected data for German language. We
also describe also some of the current and future work on audio
video integration.

1. Introduction
The architecture of an audio-video based speech recognition
system is shown by the block diagram (Fig. 1). In this paper, we
will elaborate on visual feature extraction, and partially on our
current work of the integration of audio and visual features for
speech recognition. Our approach comprises the data genera-
tion and preparation, face detection, lip modeling, lip detection,
and visual feature extraction.
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Figure 1: Architecture of an audio-video based speech recogni-
tion system

Several methods were proposed for lip modeling and vi-
sual speech feature extraction. For example, deformable tem-
plates are effective in lip tracking [1]. Kass and Terzopoulos [2]
used snakes for lip modeling. Also principal component anal-
ysis (PCA) was used [3] and LDA [4]. Basu et al. [5] have in-
troduced a 3D lip model, though near-frontal images comprise
useful visual speech data [6]. Active Shape Model (ASM) was
presented for lip modeling [7]. Our work is somehow similar to
that of [7], we also define the lip boundaries by using paramet-
ric curves. In addition, we deploy template matching of several
features in order to avoid the noise sensitiveness, which occurs
when using intensity data directly [8].

Our new model is able to describe the lips of differ-
ent speakers using only five Bézier curves that are charac-
terized by nine end and control points. The behavior of the
points can statistically be modeled using theActive Shape
Model (ASM) [9]. We have constructed the German Audio-
Visual SAMPA Database. It consists of words containing
the phonemes of the German language. We have applied the
database to lip modeling and face detection and to sequences
from news broadcast in.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we introduce
the collected data. In Sec. 3 the detail implementation of face
and lip detection is presented. In Sec. 4 the details of the lip
modeling is described. The results are presented in Sec. 5. In
Sec. 6 the future work of audio video integration is presented.

2. Data Collection
There are some commercially available audio-visual databases
[10], and the M2VTS Multimodal Face Database [11] which
is a huge collection of images and sound intended for research
purposes in the field of multimodal biometric person authen-
tication. TheAVletters [7] is a collection of isolated letters
uttered by 10 speakers of the. Another database is the IBM
ViaVoiceTM audio-visual database [4]. These databases deal
only with English language, and only few efforts have been
done for the German Language, e.g. [12].

We have designed our own data set for the German lan-
guage in which we tried to collect a representative data set of
the lip motion covering phonemes and phoneme-to-phoneme
transitions. We recorded 57 words form 10 male talkers. Each
word represents a phoneme or schwa of the German language,
and has been uttered twice. We use the resulting 570 sequences
for modeling and recognition tasks. It is necessary to capture
near-frontal images of people so that useful visual speech data
can be extracted from the images [6]. Therefore, we acquired
frontal images of the people. Near frontal images can also be
achieved by most of the broadcast news. The broadcast news is
a continuous source of sequences which can be easily obtained
or recorded. In addition, we have optimal illumination, color,
and sound recording conditions. The drawback is that the size
of the lips is small for accurate recognition.

3. Face and Lip Detection
The block diagram in Fig. 2 shows our system for face and lip
detection. The eye brows are salient features in the face, thus,
we use them to detect the face. The skin color is sampled af-
ter face detecting, then we restrict the search only in the skin
regions for the next video frames. For the first frame in a se-
quence, we search for the lips using scaled lip templates by the
face size obtained from the eyebrow detection. The face detec-
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tion is decoupled for the next frames and only lip tracking is
performed in lip region of interest.

To search for the eyebrows in an image, firstly, we extract
all edges, connect them by using short line segments, and then
remove edges where the slope angle of the connecting line seg-
ment is more than45o. The remaining edges are matched with
half ellipses. Thereafter, we select the half ellipses pairwise as
candidate for the left and right eyebrows, and the symmetry be-
tween the left and the right side of the face in addition to the
local symmetry of each eye are verified. Finally, we compare
the eyebrow pair candidates with left and right eye templates.
These eye templates are constructed using our database. The
face extraction is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Figure 2: A block diagram of the face and lip detection system
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Figure 3: Illustration of face extraction.

The position of the upper lip is that of the half ellipse under
the two eyes (Fig. 3c). We defineζ as the ratio between the
lip width w and the distancedmf between the upper lip and
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Figure 4: Lip and face detection. (a) The features used in face
detection. (b) Detection of the face features and finding the lip
width. (c) Scaling the lip templates and decomposition into lip
sub-templates. (d) Finding the lip features in the corresponding
region of interests.

the forehead midpoint (Fig. 5). Hence, the width of the lips is
roughly

w = dmf/ζ (1)

and the lip templates (Fig. 4c) are scaled up tow. Now, we find
the principal points of the mouth, which are the two corners
of the mouth, the upper and the lower lip. The corners of the
mouth are stable features to be detected better than the upper
and lower lip. Two regions of interest (ROI) around the two
corners of the mouth are calculated usingw (Fig. 4d). As we
have no idea about the resulting lip shape, we match templates
of open and closed lips in the corners ROI. Fig. 4c shows two
lip templates of open and closed lips and the decomposition of
the lip templates into four lip sub-templates, they are corner of
the mouth templates and lower and upper lip templates. Now,
we search the corner of the mouth in the calculated region using
the resulting corner templates.w is updated with the distance
between the two corners. The upper and lower lip templates
are scaled with the neww and rotated with the angle between
the two corners and the horizon. Two region of interest for the
upper and lower lip are calculated and the their templates are
matched in these regions.
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Figure 5: The ratioζ for different persons.

4. Lip Modeling and Tracking
4.1. Modeling of the lips

We propose a new model for the lip. The model constructed
of five Bézier curves (Fig. 6b). Each is defined by two end
pointsP0, P2, and one control pointP1 (Fig. 6a), which can
be written as

P(t) = φ0(t)P0 + φ1(t)P1 + φ2(t)P2. (2)



with φ0(t) = (1− t)3, φ1 = 3t(1− t)2, andφ2 = (3t2 − 2t3)
andt ∈ [0, 1]

The model consists of four end pointse1, e2, e3, ande4,
and five control pointsc1, c2, c3, c4, andc5. Where the pointe1

is the position of left corner of the mouth,e2 is the upper lip,e3

is the right corner of the mouth, ande4 is the lower lip, which
are the four principal point of the lips. These model compacts
150 feature points defining the lip boundaries where each curve
has 30 points (Fig. 6c). The model fits any shape of the German
visemes, and is able to capture the dynamics of the lips.
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Figure 6: (a) B́ezier curve, (b) lip model, (c) textures templates
(d) distancesdx used to complete the model from principal
points.

The dynamics of the lips can be described by the active
shape model (ASM) [7, 13]. We can write a given set of dis-
tributed points(x, y) of a certain shape at timei as a vectorvi,
where

vi = (xi0, yi0, xi1, yi1, ..., xin−1, yin−1)
T ∈ R

n. (3)

In our lip model, these are the coordinates of the control
points of B́ezier curvese1, e2, e3, e4, c1, c2, c3, c4, andc5, nor-
malized todmf (Fig. 5) per talker. Assuming that the posi-
tions of the points have a Gaussian probability density function
(pdf), the statistics of the distribution of these points can be
captured as follows: The mean shape is

v =
1

N

N∑
i=1

vi. (4)

The deviation from the mean is

xi = vi − v. (5)

The covariance matrix is given by

C =
1

N

N∑
i=1

xix
T
i . (6)

C can be decomposed using singular value decomposition
(SVD)

C = S diag(σ2
i ) ST (7)

whereS = (s1, s2, ...) are the eigenvectors and(σ1, σ2, ...) are
the standard deviations within the data along each eigenvector
si. By Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [13] we can write
a shape in the span of the model by

x̃ =

M∑
i=1

ciσisi = S diag(σ2
i )c (8)

From Equ. 5 the shape of the lip can be approximated by

ṽ = x + v. (9)

For the purpose of model construction, we start with two
extreme cases of the lip shapes as initialization denoted asv1

andv2 (Fig. 7). v1 represents the closed mouth viseme, like
the phoneme [m] in the word ”Hammer = [ham6]”(SAMPA
notation [14]). v2 represents the fully opened mouth viseme,
like the phoneme [a:] in ”Aachen = [a:xn]”. Other lip shape
can be approximated in the span ofv1 andv2 by

ṽ =
v1 + v2

2
+ c

v1 − v2

2
. (10)

For some speakers, we need an extra templatev3 repre-
senting the rounded viseme with rounded appearance like the
phoneme [u:] in ”Blut = [blu:t]” in order to obtain a more accu-
rate modeling for that specific speaker. Though, we gained con-
fidence about the significance ofv3 for isolated uttered words,
we still need to investigate its importance for the continuous
speech. During the training phase, we allowed that single points
of the mouth shape may manually be edited, too.

v1 v2

v1
v2 v3

Speaker1

Speaker2

Figure 7: Initial lip templates for two speakers. The feature and
Bésier control points have been manually edited



4.2. Completing the Model

After we found the pointse1, e2, e3 and e4 of the lips (see
Sec. 3), and constructed the model in the previous section, we
can approximate the rest of the shape for a specific speaker as
follows: Using the lip widthe1e3 and the lip heighte2e4 we
scale the the averagev horizontally and vertically to obtain an
approximate lip shaper. r is aligned with the whole model
using the method proposed in [13]. The resulting new value

x = S diag(
1

1 + η/σ2
i

) ST r, (11)

were the value ofη affects the tendency of the shape towardsv,
it is manually chosen whereη ∈ [1, 4]. and the approximated
shape is calculated using Equ. 9. This will correct the pointe4

which is normally difficult to be detected because of the lack of
dominant features of the lip in a noisy image.

4.3. Textures of the Shape and Boundary Fitting

For each curve in the model, we selected 30 templates dis-
tributed uniformly along each curve (Fig. 6c). Each template
is normal to the curve at the pointP(ti). We fix the endpoints
for each B́ezier curve, and iterate the control point stepwise un-
til the maximal matching score is reached (Fig. 8). In each step
we compute the energy function

F =
30∑

i=0

Di, (12)

where

Di = wmodel ρimage,model + wedge ρedge + wcolor ρcolor.
(13)

If the results are consistent and the match score between
the model and the lips is above a certain threshold, we only
search in a small region of interest (ROI) around each lip feature
(Fig. 4d).

e1

e2
c1n

Figure 8: B́ezier curve Tracking.

5. Results
We have applied the B́ezier model for different persons in our
database and on different sequences acquired from the news
broadcast. Fig. 9 shows how the model fits the lips of several
persons and for different shapes of the mouth. For images of
240 x 320 pixel size, the lip tracking runs about 15 images per
second on a 1.5 GHz computer using a webcam, with a speaker-
dependent profile. Sequences can be downloaded from [15].

The accuracy of detection and curve fitting was compared
to that of hand marked curves for nine sequences. We define
the average relative errore betweeñv the automatically tracked

lip positions and that manually marked lip contoursv relative
to the average mouth widthw in the sequence as

e =
1

n

n∑
i=1

‖vi − ṽi‖/w. (14)

Fig. 10 showse for three speakers of three different image
sizes. The error is less than 3% for w> 30 pixel for speaker
2 and 3, whereas for speaker 1, 4 % error has been achieved
mainly caused by the moustache.

Figure 9: Example of how the model fits the lips.
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Figure 10: Average relative error between hand-marked and au-
tomatically detected shape for different widths of the lips.

Fig. 11 shows the distancese1e3 = W and e2c3 = H
normalized to the distancedmf vs. time for the three words
”Aachen”, ”Hammer”, and”Blut”, uttered twice from the Ger-
man Audio-Visual SAMPA Database. We can notice that, for
the phoneme [a:], the mouth hight approaches its peak, whereas,
for the phonemes [m] and [b], the valley is reached. For the
phoneme [u:] the mouth width decreases remarkably for speak-
ers 2, 5, and 6. A detailed study of these waveforms w.r.t speech
is under investigation.

6. Future Work on Audio Video Integration
In this section, we will present the current work on audio video
integration. The Hidden Markov Toolkit (HTK) [16] is a widely
used free tool for speech recognition and it can be adapted to
other tasks. To interface the German language to HTK, we de-
ployed the HADIFIX system and BOMP dictionary [17] in or-
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Figure 11: Samples for waveforms of the lip widthW (black
curves) and heightH (gray curves) versus timet for the words
Aachen, Hammer, and Blut uttered by 6 speakers.W andH
are normalized to the distancedmf

der to convert the text to phonemes. The script and batches can
be found in our web site [15].

There are two strategies for audio-video integration in
speech recognition the early and the late integration [8]. For
simplicity, we currently use only the early integration which
is simply input the audio and video feature streams altogether
to the recognizer. Existing approaches to visual feature ex-
traction generally fall under two main categories: image-based
techniques and explicit feature extraction [8]. We currently ex-
tract our lip model parameters and use them with a multi stream
HMM. A better way would be using the hybrid approach or
a combination of the image pixels and the extracted features of
the model, which is currently under investigation. Fig. 12 shows
the type of visual speech features which we intend to use. We
have done some experiment with those features in [18] where
we tried to classify the visemes automatically.

intensity gradient edges curves

Figure 12: Suggested visual speech features.
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